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Get an exclusive look behind the scenes of the first two seasons of Outlander with this official, fully

illustrated companion to the hit Starz television series based on the bestselling novels. Ã‚Â  It was

only a matter of time before Diana GabaldonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s bestselling Outlander saga made the leap

from book to hit TV series, and the millions of readers captivated by the epic romance of Claire

Beauchamp Randall and Jamie Fraser have eagerly followed. Ã‚Â  Now the must-watch drama has

inspired this must-have guide, which reveals that it takes a village (or perhaps a Scottish isle) to

bring the breathtaking world of Outlander to life in front of our eyes. Spanning the first two seasons

of the Starz network sensation, The Making of Outlander leads readers behind the scenes and

straight into the action as cast members, writers, producers, musicians, costume designers, set

decorators, technicians, and more share the many adventures and challenges they face to make

this sweeping saga come alive on the screen. Ã‚Â  In exclusive interviews, the showÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

stars, including Caitriona Balfe (Claire), Sam Heughan (Jamie), and Tobias Menzies (Frank

Randall/Black Jack Randall), discuss the daunting task of embodying some of fictionÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

most beloved charactersÃ¢â‚¬â€•and satisfying the high expectations of devoted Outlander readers.

Executive producer and showrunner Ronald D. Moore looks at the inner workings of the

writersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ room, shares his crewÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s travels to the authentic overseas locations, and

chronicles the brainstorming, building, breakneck pacing, and boundless energy that make

everything from the showÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s architecture to its outfits period-perfect. In addition, the book

examines all the Outlander episodes through exclusive interviews with their writers and directors,

providing fascinating facts into the making of each hour. Ã‚Â  Best of all, The Making of Outlander

offers a veritable feast of lavish photographsÃ¢â‚¬â€•including an array of images spotlighting the

stars in all their charactersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ grandeur and up-close personal portraits. Featuring an

introduction by Diana Gabaldon herself, this magnificent insiderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s look at the world of the

Outlander TV series is the companion all fans will want by their side.
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Outlander! That is all you need to know. Look. I had no idea what I was getting into a year and a half

ago when I stumbled across the series on my 'On Demand'. Watching the first episode...I was

hooked. I watch the shows, I have now read the books, I listen to the podcasts and I follow the FB

pages. I'm totally obsessed. And I know a LOT, but this book still told me things I didn't know and

was filled with great color photos and quotes from the actors and others involved in the production

of the show. If you're a fan, definitely treat yourself. If you're looking for a gift for someone who loves

'Outlander', this is it!I use reviews when I purchase from  so I understand the importance of an

honest and insightful review. If this has helped you in any way, please help me and click "YES"

below. Thanks!

I was waiting to see if this book would actually be a companion book or a re-hash of everything

social media savvy Outlander fans have seen and heard for a few years now. I was so glad to find

out that this is a gloriously luscious book; well written with new tidbits and organized in a great

way.New insights from cast and a lovely forward from Herself adds to the fun of finding out

something new-which is what most fans crave. And of course, the photos!This book is deserving of

a spot next to my Outlander Companions on my bookshelf. Well done to all involved.



I pre-ordered this book and was delighted to come home from a busy day at work to find it waiting

for me a few days ago. It is even better than I imagined, and I just ordered one for my sister-in-law

who got me started with the Outlander series. I'm now on book 5. The pictures are beautiful, the

book is large and filled with more information than expected. This will be a wonderful way to survive

the long awaited return of Season 3. I always enjoyed the segments that Ron Moore filmed at the

end of each episode.... this is a MEGA version that draws you into the entire filming, cast and

process. THANK YOU !

If you love Outlander, you will love this book.

A " must read" for the millions of fans of "Outlander" on STARZ. It's a detailed look at the various

entities involved in creating each show... Much like taking a backstage tour of the Metropolitan

Opera. ThIs is not a fatuous fan girl account but a serious look at the television production process.

There is generous personal input from both actors and creative staff... Commenting on and

delineating details on each episode in both seasons 1 and 2. Therefore, I think this book is an

important and entertaining companion to the TV series. I hope the author will follow up for seasons

3 and 4.

OMG! OMG! OMG!

While impatiently waiting for Season Three to start, I decided to rewatch the first two seasons of

Outlander. Having seen them all before, it was delightful to watch each episode with a different eye.

This time around, rather than paying attention to the story line, I felt that I could focus more on the

scenery, costumes, music, and minor characters, all things that greatly enhance the viewing

experience. Having paid better attention to these things, I decided that I would like to know more

about what it took to make this incredibly beautiful show. That's when I discovered this book, The

Making of Outlander. It is the perfect way to further extend the viewing experience because it gives

the backstory to how the television series came to be and details about the making of each episode.

I have enjoyed reading the commentaries from all the key players and seeing many pictures from

each episode, including some candid, behind the scenes photos of the actors. This book has helped

fill the void until the new season begins and given me more of an understanding of what it takes to

create this beloved show.



The plot does not fit any of the supplied categories as it is in the nature of a documentary. There a

number of interesting facts provided by the author of interest to a loyal fan. There are also a good

quantity of photographs. I DO NOT recommend it for Kindle as if appears impossible to access after

one has gone through the entire book. If that is a fact with Kindle, I will stick to book format and

scrap Kindle
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